This paper presents a novel user-aided method for texture-preserving shadow removal from single images requiring simple user input. Compared with the state-of-the-art, our algorithm offers the most flexible user interaction to date and produces more accurate and robust shadow removal under thorough quantitative evaluation. Shadow masks are first detected by analysing user specified shadow feature strokes. Sample intensity profiles with variable interval and length around the shadow boundary are detected next, which avoids artefacts raised from uneven boundaries. Texture noise in samples is then removed by applying local group bilateral filtering, and initial sparse shadow scales are estimated by fitting a piecewise curve to intensity samples. The remaining errors in estimated sparse scales are removed by local group smoothing. To relight the image, a dense scale field is produced by in-painting the sparse scales. Finally, a gradual colour correction is applied to remove artefacts due to image post-processing. Using state-of-the-art evaluation data, we quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrate our method to outperform current leading shadow removal methods. (Han Gong), dpc@cs.bath.ac.uk (Darren Cosker) input, as opposed to existing manual approaches that require fine-scale input, e.g. accurate shadow contours. Given 15 detection, our method produces accurate shadow removal optimised for robust penumbra recovery. Using the current state-of-the-art shadow removal ground truth dataset [1], our solution is quantitatively evaluated against other leading methods and demonstrates notably improved perfor-20 mance. Numerous visual comparisons of our method versus existing methods are also presented, demonstrating qualitatively more pleasing results. Our approach represents what we believe to be a state of the art technique for shadow removal with a thorough evaluation against the 25 current leading approaches.
Introduction
Shadows are ubiquitous in natural scenes, and their removal is an interesting and important area of research. As well as a motivation to solve this problem for artistic image editing, shadows can affect the performance of many com-5 puter vision algorithms. For example, unwanted shadow boundaries can cause artefacts in image segmentation and contribute to drift when tracking given moving objects and scenes.
In this paper, a semi-automatic method is proposed 10 for high-quality shadow removal using user-defined flexible single strokes covering the shadow and lit pixels. Our method sacrifices full autonomy for extremely simple user while the penumbra is the wide outer boundary with a gradual intensity change between the umbra and lit area.
The penumbra scale is non-uniform and shadowed surface textures generally become weaker within it. A shadow image I + c can be considered to be a Hadamard product of a shadow scale layer S c and a shadow-free image I * c as shown in Eq. 1.
For a lit pixel, the illumination is constant in both shadow and shadow-free images. For a shadow pixel, its intensity in a shadow image is lower than its intensity in the shadow- contrast artefacts can appear in the shadow areas [2] .
Approaches to shadow removal can be categorised as either automatic [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] or user-aided [2, [9] [10] [11] . The prob-40 lem can be broken down into two stages: shadow detection and shadow removal.
Automatic approaches do not require any user interaction but risk inaccurate shadow detection or require special setups for capture which do not work for general im-45 ages. Intrinsic image based methods are a popular branch of automatic techniques (e.g. [3, 4] ). The decomposition of intrinsic images provides shading and reflectance information but can be unreliable leading to over-processed results. The decomposition is generally based on an as-50 sumption that the illumination change is smooth or the refectances of the scene lies on an illumination-invariant direction. Another branch of techniques are shadow feature learning based methods [1, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . However, detection can be often unreliable due to limited training data 55 and the quality of initial image edge detection and segmentation. Several approaches [12] [13] [14] 16 ] detect shadows by classifying edges in images using edge features, e.g. intensity, texture, chromaticity and intensity ratio. Graphical models [1, 15] can also form the basis of detection. 60 Yao et al. [15] detect shadow by using a reliable graph model and colour features to classify pixels. In their approach, each pixel is a node with encodes node reliability based on strength of shadow feature, and node relationships described using similarity between neighbours. Guo 65 et al. [1] detect shadows by classifying segments in images that adopt similar shadow features and remove shadows using a variant alpha-matting algorithm. Some methods apply additional active light sources to capture shadowless objects, e.g., by comparing images with an illumination 70 source at different positions [5] and comparing flash and no-flash image pairs [6] . However, active lighting restricts the types of scene that shadow removal can be applied toas using special lighting setups outdoors is often not practical. Other methods adopt optical filters to acquire multi-75 spectral information to achieve illumination detection, e.g.
by comparing NIR and RGB images [7] and by comparing RGB and single-colour-filtered images [8] , but these methods are generally limited to special scenario cases, quire the same user input of [18] . However, their method requires a shadow matte (guided by the scribbles) to identify shadows, which is sensitive to user-scribbles because their image matting is affected by pixel location.
To date, most shadow removal methods [2, [9] [10] [11] 19] 115 have only been evaluated by visual inspection on some selected images -with only a few exceptions performing quantitative evaluation. Guo et al. [1] provided the first public ground truth data set for shadow removal and perform quantitative testing. However, their error measure-120 ment is variant to the size and darkness of shadows and some of their shadow-free ground truth shows inconsistent illumination compared with the lit area of their corresponding shadow images.
Contributions
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Given our overview of state of the art approaches, 3 main contributions are proposed:
1) Simple user input: Past work, e.g. [2, [9] [10] [11] , requires precise user-input defining the shadow boundary.
Our method only requires users to define some single rough 130 strokes covering related shadow and lit pixels -without the need to differentiate between samples in shadow and lit areas.
2) Intelligent sampling: Adaptive sampling with variable intervals and lengths is proposed to address shadow 135 boundary artefacts in past work [2, 10] , which uses fixed intervals and lengths. Unlike past work [2, 10, 11] , unqual- To summarise, the paper presents several solutions to improve shadow removal quality, and these have been quan-150 titatively verified using robust error measurement and the standard data set in this area [1] .
User-Assisted Image Shadow Removal
In this section, our algorithm is first described in brief before being expanded on with technical details for each 155 of its components. Our algorithm consists of 4 steps (see 1) Pre-processing ( §2.1) A shadow mask is detected ( Fig. 1 (b) ) using a KNN classifier trained from K-Means clustered data from user inputs (e.g. Fig. 1 (a) ). A fu-160 sion image is generated, which provides an illuminationinsensitive layer, by fusing the channels of YCrCb colour space and de-noising ( Fig. 1 (c) ).
2) Intensity sampling ( §2.2) Intensity profiles are obtained for sampling lines perpendicular to shadow bound-165 aries. Poor samples are filtered based on similarity of illumination change ( Fig. 1 (d) ) and de-noised using directional bilateral filtering ( Fig. 1 (e) ). Given the filtered intensity samples, these are fit through 170 and relit ( Fig. 1 (f) ) using a piece-wise cubic curve and a boundary image of the samples ( Fig. 1 (e) ). Any remaining boundary artefacts are removed using directional scale suppression ( Fig. 11(g) ) over the boundary image. Fitted sparse scales are propagated ( Fig. 1 (h-i)) to generate a 175 dense scale field ( Fig. 1 (j) ). Shadows are then removed ( Fig. 1 (k) ) by inverse scaling using this dense scale field.
3) Estimation of shadow
4) Gradual colour correction ( §2.4) Any remaining
shadow removal artefacts due to image post-processing are finally treated with our colour correction ( Fig. 1 (l) ).
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This uses statistics around penumbra boundaries and the shadow scale field.
Pre-processing
Pre-processing provides a shadow mask and a fusion image to assist intensity sampling ( §2.2). Determining 185 the initial shadow mask is the first step of shadow removal and is required in many previous methods including [1, 2, 10, 18, 19] . Although some methods can achieve automatic shadow detection, these results are dependent on the quality and variation of training data. In this work, all 190 that is required is the user to supply single strokes covering related shadow and lit pixels ( Fig. 1 (a) ) -the remaining differentiation and recognition is fully automatic. Under many circumstances, our interaction is easy to perform as it does not require users to explicitly distinguish between 195 shadow and lit pixels. The pixels covered by the single user stroke are first classified as either shadow or lit pixels using K-Means clustering [20] . K-means is applied for this task because it is unsupervised and no training samples for differentiating shadow and lit pixels are provided by a user.
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The feature used for clustering is the normalised RGB intensity and the normalised pixels coordinates. The cluster with the lowest mean for its RGB intensity is considered as a shadow cluster and vice versa. The classified input pixels' RGB intensities are used as the training features 205 to construct a KNN classifier [21] (number of neighbours:
3). Euclidean distance is used as the distance measure and the majority rule with nearest point tie-break as the classification measure. KNN is applied for this task as it is a supervised algorithm that divides data entries into 2 210 clusters. The input image can be binarised as a shadow mask, e.g. Fig. 1 (b) , using the pixel-wise KNN classifier.
We adopt a fusion image [18] for assisting intensity sample collection. The fusion image provides an illuminationinsensitive layer, e.g. Fig. 1 (c) . It can be obtained by linearly fusing the channels of YCrCb colour space. The fused image F p is computed as a weighted sum of the 3 normalised channels C l as follows:
where l is the channel index, σ l is the standard derivation of the umbra sample intensities of C l . ϕ is an exponential incentive function for determining the weight for each channel.
where x is the pixel intensity. Lower variation of intensity is preferred as it means higher intensity uniformity in the umbra segment. To suppress texture noise, a median fil-215 ter [22] with size h 1 (default: 10) filter window is further applied to F p .
Intensity Sampling
Our intensity sampling rejects inferior intensity samples for robust shadow scale estimation. There are 3 steps:
1) Adaptive raw intensity sampling RGB intensity profiles are extracted along sampling lines perpendicular to the shadow boundary, e.g. Fig. 1 (d 
where N is the number of boundary points, m specifies the index of boundary points, D is the sampling mark ar- 2) Intensity sample selection Outlier intensity samples, e.g. Fig. 1 (d To achieve this, the raw intensity samples are first re- e.g. Fig. 1 (e) . A bilateral filter [25] is applied to each RGB channel of this image to suppress texture noise. A
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Bilateral filter is chosen for this task as it removes texture noise and preserves edge and smooth intensity change.
Estimation of Shadow Scale and Relighting
This sub-section explains the procedure for removing shadows based on the processed intensity samples. The where x is a normalised pixel location within the sampling line, x 1 and x 2 determine the start and end of the penumbra area respectively, and K is a positive scale constant for sample points within the umbra area (x < x 1 ).
The constant 1 is assumed for the lit area piece (x > x 2 )
as this falls inside a lit area of the image and does not require re-scaling. The function f is parametrised by K, v 1 and v 2 as follows:
where B is a cubic shape function (a sinusoidal function here also produces adequate results) and y is the input, and v 2 respectively. This assumption of channel-invariant penumbra location can make the optimisation more robust. This is because the intensity sample of one channel can be very noisy but the others' are not. In summary, for 310 each sampling line, there are 5 parameters to solve in total.
The parameters can be solved by least squares fitting with a sequential quadratic programming algorithm [26] . The fitted parameters of all sampling lines are also smoothed by using a robust smoothing method (maximum iteration: 315 100, weighting function: bi-square) [27] .
2) Boundary artefact removal For some over-processed images, directly relighting the sparse samples using the fitted shadow scales may cause band-like artefacts in the penumbra. Directional scale suppression ( Fig. 1 (f-h) ) is 320 therefore applied. Fig. 5 shows an example of more obvious pattern in each re-lit intensity profile ( Fig. 1 (b) ). To suppress these, the previously re-sized and filtered intensity profile is first aligned according to the estimated penum- 
3) Relighting
To obtain a dense scale field (e.g. Fig. 1 345 (j)), the sparse scales in the penumbra region are processed by smoothly interpolating and extrapolating the scales in other regions by using a general image in-painting algorithm [28] . Our adaptive intensity sampling ( §2.2) provides enough shadow scale samples, in sub-pixel accuracy,
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for recovering dense shadow scales in the curve shadow boundaries by using in-painting. The shadow-free image (e.g. Fig. 1 (k) ) can be obtained by inverse scaling according to Eq. 1. As the dense shadow filed is formed by propagating the shadow scales in penumbra, a wrong shadow 355 scale estimate of a sampling line can produce wrong dense scales for a wider region. Our previous efforts in filtering bad intensity samples are thus crucial for this step.
Gradual Colour Correction
Some input images may have been significantly postprocessed, e.g. through JPEG compression or gamma correction. Highly visible artefacts, e.g. differences in tone and contrast, may appear in shadow corrected areas as Eq. 1 does not hold in such cases. To address this, a simple gradual colour correction is introduced which is generally compatible for unknown post-processing affects. This step is only necessary for over post-processed images and the difference may otherwise be insignificant for the other images. The shadow removed image is first converted to L*a*b* colour space because L*a*b* colour space is designed for visual perception adjustment [29] . It is assumed that the L*a*b* intensity variation of lower frequency is accurate and the errors appear in the intensity variation of higher frequencies. Fig. 6 shows the intermediate steps of colour correction in corresponding to the result in Fig. 1 (l). Statistics are collected from the lit side pixels P l and the umbra side pixels P u both near penumbra as the target and source of colour correction respectively. P s defines the set of all shadow pixels which include both umbra and penumbra pixels, i.e., P u ⊂ P s . In L*a*b* colour space, the image of higher frequency intensity variation I h = I r − I l is computed where I l is the initial shadow removed image I r filtered by a bilateral filter [25] . The adjustment is completed in L*a*b* colour space as described in Eq. 7.
where c is the channel index, I ra is the colour corrected 360 image and the intensities of other unmodified pixel of I ra are identical to those of I r , P s is the set of all shadowed pixels, ς is a function computes the median absolute deviation.
Since our colour correction is only applied to the entire shadow segment, some minor intensity discontinuities may appear in the shadow boundary after colour correction. To smooth the colour correction result, an alpha blending is applied in RGB colour space according to the shadow scale as the follows
where c is the channel index, x and y are the image coor- 
Initial Removal
Colour-Corrected 
Customisable Parameters
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In Tab. 1, we summarise the important parameters which users can optionally specify. Although fine tuning these parameters (for an individual case) may improve the shadow removal result, we practically only adopt a set of default parameters for general shadow removal, which is 380 also used for our following evaluation.
Evaluation
In this section, we first show results of tests highlighting algorithm behaviour given variable user inputs. Our Given user-specified single strokes, our shadow detection generates stable results in different conditions (e.g. Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b) ). When the shaded surfaces are made of different materials and a single stroke cannot cover all of them, multiple strokes may be needed. Often, more 395 strokes can lead to more robust detection result (e.g. Fig. 8 (c) and Fig. 8 (d) ).
Rectification of Ground Truth
In the dataset of Guo [1] , many of the shadow-free ground truth images are collected by entirely blocking the 400 natural light in the scene. This unfortunately causes inconsistency in the brightness between some shadow-test images (e.g. Fig. 9 (a) ) and corresponding shadow-free ground truth (e.g. Fig. 9 (b) ). This will result in unfaithful quantitative evaluations in some test cases. To 405 compensate for this, ground truth images of this kind can be globally re-lit (e.g. Fig. 9 (c) ) before evaluation. The RGB scale vector for global relighting can be estimated from the average RGB intensity of the common lit area.
Lit pixels are first detected using a ratio image I gr = I I gt 410
where I is the original shadow image, I gt is the shadow-free ground truth, is an operator for element-wise division.
K-Means clustering [20] is then used to divide the ratios into two clusters and the cluster with higher average ratios are identified as the lit cluster. 
Quantitative Evaluation
In 
Visual Comparisons
Typical examples of our shadow removal algorithm are shown for visual comparison in Fig. 10 . Overall, our method 455 produces more qualitatively pleasing removal results against the evaluated methods specially for shadow boundary recovery. However, minor artefacts are sometimes noticeable when the input image has a highly irregular soft penumbra, or the background of the shadow area is highly shadow-460 like. Fig. 11 shows some difficult cases where shadows are soft and broken or cast on a shadow-like background.
These typical examples of limitation cases identified in all tested shadow removal methods represent future research challenges in our field. 465 used, and just shadow area pixels respectively. The categories of "Soft" and "Texture" refer to shadow images with soft penumbra and strong texture background respectively. "Overall" is the average result for all test cases in the data set. Method [1] is trained using a large shadow detection data set from [12] . The standard derivation for each measurement are in brackets.
Conclusion
Original
Guo [1] Su [11] Zhang [19] Gong [18] Ours Ground Truth Figure 10 : Comparisons of our method against existing state-of-the-art techniques using ground truth images from [1] . Please magnify to examine penumbra recovery in detail. The first column images are the original shadow images with our user input strokes marked in red.
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